The 24-hour sleep propensity function: experimental bases for somnotypology.
The present study investigated the temporal structure of sleep propensity during 48 hours using an ultrashort 7-min sleep/13-min wake cycle. Eight subjects were tested under two experimental conditions of either attempting sleep, or resisting sleep after a monitored night in the laboratory. Electrophysiological recordings were carried out during the 7-min trials. The temporal structure and the overall level of sleepiness of the 48-hour sleep propensity functions calculated from the amount of total sleep in each trial revealed a high within-subjects stability. This was found both across the two days of the study within conditions, and across conditions. Also, diurnal levels of sleepiness were systematically related to nocturnal sleep parameters. Subjects having short nocturnal sleep latencies and higher sleep efficiencies slept more during the day. It is proposed that the structure and level of the sleep propensity function can be used to characterize individuals along two dimensions of somnotypology: "morningness-eveningness" and "sleepy-alert."